“The homophobic”
“The incident took place in an integration housing project where students and refugees live
together. This is a ´special´ building where the aim is the integration of young people. About 80
status holder refugees and 80 Dutch students live together for about a year. Everybody has his or
her own small private apartment; one refugee next to a Dutch neighbor. There are also community
spaces in the building like the washing place, community room, kitchen, etc.
I work there as a community builder.
A Syrian guy (let´s call him Nabil) approached me in front of the building that he wanted to talk, he
was having a really bad time. Therefore we went up to the first floor communal chamber to talk. I
thought that would be a good place to sit and talk – safe and private. I listened to him well and I felt
that it was a good connected talk. I tried to connect him with someone also from his neighbors who
went through similar experiences. All of a sudden he said. ´I don´t want to talk to him – he said – he
is a girl. He loves man and that is forbidden in the Bible, wrong, repulsive. He will infect me and the
community´ – he said.
This reaction first made me angry then helpless and then I felt sorry for him.
Because of this incident our whole talk has been ruined. How can I help someone who has such a
view? Do I want him still help in the future?.”
Amsterdam, January 2019
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THE NARRATOR

THE OTHER PERSON(S)

SIMILARITIES / DIFFERENCES

is a 51 years old Dutch woman
who is heterosexual. She’s not
religious and works as a
community builder/adviser in
this situation.

is a 25 years old Syrian man,
heterosexual. He is a Christian
and is a client (refugee with
status) in this situation.

Both of them are heterosexual. Everything else
separates them: their age, their gender, their
education, their native languages, their religion
and also their position in the situation.
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narrator felt that it was not private enough. The
community room is not meant for private coaching so
she suggested to go up to the first floor communal
chamber to talk; that would be safe, neutral and
private. Narrator has chosen a place to sit where she
felt the safest. They were sitting around a table. Nabil
was sitting a bit further, so it would take him longer to
reach the door than for the narrator.

LARGER SOCIAL CONTEXT

OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT
Nobody was present.

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, ANTECEDENTS

In the building live a relatively big group of Syrian
refugee men.
Among the Syrian refugees there are many have
Christian or Muslim background. There are also few gay
people among this refugee group. They mostly hide
their sexual identity within the Syrian group. Few of the
guys (many of them homos) have a really good (and
openly visible) relation with the Dutch community
builders/social workers (so with the narrator). That can
influence the situation, the level of trust, intimacy etc.

In building there is a sort of social envy and
competition among the Syrian guys. It goes mostly
about resources and the level of integration (who has
already a job, earns money, speaks the language,
socially more connected to the host society, etc.).
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The narrator mentioned a mutual acquaintance to which the other reacted: ´I don´t
want to talk to him – he said – he is a girl. He loves man and that is forbidden in the
Bible, wrong, repulsive. He will infect me and the community.´

Individualism and horizontality: The narrator is an antiauthority person. For her autonomy is an important value: she
believes in freedom of choice. She has to know what the reason
behind the rules is. She is against normative behavior which
controls the autonomy of a person. But if we go here further, we
can also raise the question whether the acceptance of
democracy, freedom of choice etc. is not also such a norm? And
we don’t mind if people obey that, do we?

Respect for diversity: For the narrator it is
important to respect otherness. People
should not be judged for how they dress. Not
only because of the dressing but also because
we associate certain dress codes to values,
religions, and moral codes and this values
should be respected not imposing the own
ones to others.

Professional values: The narrator
believes in science over religion. She
believes
in
ratio.
She
finds
fundamentalism, fanatics’ and any kind
of group pressure (extreme) scary and
not healthy for societies.

The narrator believes
in love as a social
connection in between
people.

Value of body/sexual integrity: She believes that
we all have the right to make free decisions about
our own body and sexuality.
Homophobia: Narrators says: ´If someone keeps homophobic feelings
to himself what can I say? There’s freedom of thoughts. Everyone can
think whatever he/she wants. But if you express your feelings and
exclude, degrade or hurt persons just because of their gender that’s
never to be accepted to me. Goes against our law, goes against my
feelings. It’s also personal because some of my best friends are
homosexual.´

Narrator deeply believes in values such as respect towards each other, democracy, equality.
For her the acceptance of each other regardless gender, age, ethnic background, sexual
preference, religion or education is a basic value.

What is behind narrator´s remark, “How can I help someone who has such a view? Do I want him still help in
the future?”:
Narrator had the feeling that he was trying to bond with her but that attempt failed. She also noticed that she
jumped into the situation as a social worker asking such questions from herself: Why is he confused? Is there
anything in the background like torture, damage, religion, hate? If this guy had psychosis, depression, PTSD (that
narrator supposed he had). If it is so, that it is beyond her professional competence. That raises further questions:
´Can I do something or link him to other professionals? In that case in daily life I could treat him as just a guy living
there and passing by. I will greet him and talk about unimportant daily things. He is a damaged young human being. I
would not ignore that. But if he is mentally healthy than then the gap between our worlds might be too large to
overcome.´

FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT “NABIL”

The narrator mentioned a mutual acquaintance to
which the other reacted ´I don´t want to talk to him
– he said – he is a girl. He loves man and that is
forbidden in the Bible, wrong, repulsive. He will
infect me and the community.

Religion: The other person believes in
Christian values: according to him
homosexuality is not allowed in the Bible.

Equality in the housing project: we must be all equal, we have
to have the same rights here and in the society. In his eyes it is not
fair that ´these homo men´ have more rights in the housing
project. He was not complaining about positive discrimination
but he might have noticed that the Dutch volunteers are quite
close to some gay refugees in the building. And those ´gay guys´
might have gained a lot in a short time in his eyes; good clothes
and good taste, high education, some of them are studying again
or have really nice volunteer jobs, new friends in and out of the
building. Narrator doesn´t not know if he checks social media
and his friends with some of them but it that case he sees al this
‘fun and good life’ coming by. Maybe he tried to warn the narrator
(and other Dutch social workers) that it is not okay what is
happening with those people.

Religion / collectivism: For him you as a person are
valued only as a member of a community which also
has to be a religious community. It can be
misleading for him that he came to a Christian land
where he realized that religion is not a community
value in a way that he expected.

Manhood/masculinity: Masculinity is interpreted in the
binomial opposition of man and woman, who are supposed to be
clearly distinguishable through different characteristics and
behaviour. A real man is attracted to women, to create what is
the classical representation of family. A gay person who is
interested in other man breaks with this traditional division
(derived from holy texts) and excludes himself from the
community of real men, and becomes a “woman”.
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